Abstract-Focusing on the characteristics of the new high secure architecture of network computer, an operating system with internal network structure is designed. The operating system contains two subkernels: local kernel and network kernel, the two subkernels run individually in two subsystems. In order to communicate between two subsystems securely, an inter-subsystem private data transfer protocol is proposed and implemented in this paper. The private protocol is a connection-oriented protocol, it can provide reliable end-to-end connectivity Protocol format and protocol connection management based on signature verification are elaborated. Combining with shared transit cache which mounted on the shared bus, the private data transfer protocol can ensure data to be transferred safely and inerrably between subsystems. The effectiveness of the private data transfer protocol is verified by the results of final experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of computer network, the network security is becoming more and more important. A series of network security technologies have been used to protect the computer security, such as computer virus scan technology, intrusion detection technology [1, 2] , software or hardware encryption technology [3, 4] , secure computer architecture [5] , etc.
Based on the traditional architectures of computer such as Von Neumann [6] , network and local storage are connected to the same bus, which causes potential security issue because data in local storage might be theft if network intruder has the control of the system bus. Aiming at this security problem, many methods have been proposed, such as TPM (Trusted Platform Module) [7, 8] , information exchange and encryption [9] . Although these methods enhanced the security of computer, they could not address the fundamental problem due to the vulnerability of Von Neumann architecture.
A new high secure architecture of network computer is proposed by Fengjing Shao [10] . The new computer architecture has a single CPU and two physically isolated high-speed system buses (local bus and network bus), ensure only one bus can be connected to CPU at the same time, a Bus Bridge [11] is designed.
In this new architecture, computer system is divided into tow subsystems. All the network devices and other devices mounted on the network bus form into a network subsystem which connects with the Internet. All the storage devices and other devices mounted on the local bus form into a local subsystem which is isolated from the Internet. So even if the network intruder suddenly gets the whole control of network bus in network subsystem, only the temporary information of the network subsystem is exposed, while the local subsystem is left intact. Thus, hardware-level isolation can effectively ensure the security of sensitive data in local subsystem.
As the new secure computer architecture has one CPU and two subsystems, there should be a befitting operating system to support this architecture. In order to enhance the security of the computer architecture, an operating system with internal network structure is designed, the operating system contains two subkernels: the local kernel and the network kernel. The two subkernels run individually in two subsystems, and they are coordinating relationship rather than subordinate relationship. The relationship between the operating system and the new secure computer architecture is shown in Fig. 1 . The new secure computer architecture combined with the operating system can effectively prevent network intrusions from invading local subsystem. But at the same time, it also prevents the data that user gets from Internet in the network subsystem from entering the local subsystem, and the data that user wants to send to Internet in local subsystem from entering the network subsystem. In order to implement communication between two subsystems, there should be a secure communication mechanism. Currently there are many secure communication technologies in bus systems [12] , but none of them can be used in the new secure computer architecture. In order to communicate between two subsystems securely, an inter-subsystem private data transfer protocol is designed and implemented in this paper. With the private data transfer protocol, data can be transferred between the two subsystems and the network intrusion can still be isolated from the local subsystem.
II. BUS BRIDGE
The function of the bus bridge is to connect the shared bus with one of the peripheral buses. The goal of the bus bridge is:
• The bus bridge should make sure that the shared bus can connect one of the peripheral buses in anytime; • The bus bridge should make sure that only one of the peripheral buses is connected to the shared bus at the same time; • When CPU needs to connect the other peripheral bus, the bus bridge can cuts current connection and connects shared bus with the other peripheral bus.
A. Structure of Bus Bridge
Based on the functionality, the bus bridge is designed as Fig. 2 . The bus bridge includes two slave ports (Control and S), two master ports (Ava0 and Ava1) and one state register.
The function of the Control port is to receive the instructions for the bus bridge from CPU, or send the data of the state register to CPU. The function of the S port is to receive/forward all Avalon signals from/to the shared bus. All these signals of the S port are bridged with their corresponding signals of the Ava0 or Ava1 port, which connects the peripheral bus with all Avalon bus signals, depending on the instruction type. Therefore, a path between the shared bus and the peripheral buses is built. A state register with five bits exists in the bus bridge. The lower four bits of the register store work modes; the higher one bit, called flag bit, stores the flag that helps describe which peripheral bus is connected to the shared bus through the bus bridge currently. If the flag bit is set as 0, all the signals of the S port connect with their corresponding signals of the Ava0 port. Therefore the shared bus connects peripheral bus 0, and the system works in area 0; otherwise the flag bit is set as 1 and the system works in area 1.
The data of state register shows as table 1. The data of state register is written by CPU, and read by CPU for detecting the state of the system.
B. Implement of Bus Bridge
The implement of the bus bridge includes four modules:
• Write transfer Avalon fundamental slave write transfer [13] describes how CPU writes state register through the Control port. Write transfer is completed in a single bus cycle. CPU writes the work mode and work area according to table 1.
In the write transfer of the bus bridge, the CPU passes signals writedata, write_n and address to the bus bridge through the shared bus. The signal writedata carry command code from CPU; the signal write_n can enable the write operation; the shared bus set the signal chipselect, which selects the bus bridge, according to the signal address. Once the signals write_n and chipselect are both available, the bus bridge reads the lower five bits of the signal writedata, and writes in the state register. The flag bit hold the flag of the work area, if it's 0, the system works in area 0; otherwise the system works in area 1. In the Verilog program of the bus bridge, the change of flag bit is one of the trigger condition of always block for connecting the S port signals and master port signals. When the state of flag bit changes, the bus bridge automatically reconnects the S port and the master port.
• Reset When the system is reset, the state register is set as 01111, which means the system work in area 0, and the work mode is "system reset"; the bus bridge bridges the S port signals and the Ava0 port signals.
III. INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF OPERATING SYSTEM
The operating system with internal network structure consists of two subkernels: the local kernel and the network kernel. The two subsystems of the new secure computer architecture are managed respectively by two kernels, that is, network kernel manages network subsystem and local kernel manages local subsystem.
Inter-process communication of the operating system is similar to Inter-computer communication of network. A kernel is like a subnetwork, there is only a Router process, which acts the role of Router in network, in each kernel, and other processes except Router process are called as user process. Router process is the data transfer interfaces between the subkernels, a user process can only communicate with a user process of another kernel through Router process of the same kernel. Topological structure of the operating system is shown in Fig. 3 . The Router process communicates with user processes in the same subkernel via signal mechanism. The two Router process in different subkernels communicate with each other via message mechanism. Because only one subkernel can use the CPU at any time, i.e., only one kernel is active at the same time, the two Router process can't directly communicate with each other via message. Therefore, they must use the shared transit cache mounted on the shared bus to transfer messages indirectly. The process of inter-subkernel data transfer is shown in Fig. 4 . 
IV. SHARED TRANSIT CACHE
The shared transit cache mounted on the shared bus is managed and operated by the two Router processes. And it plays a role of bridge in the communication between the Router processes which must transfer data indirectly through the shared transit cache.
A. Shared Transit Cache Structure
The shared transit cache is divided into three parts: transit cache state block, transit head area and transit block area. In the process of shared transit cache initialization, transit heads are set from the end of transit cache state block which is in the low-end of cache area and their corresponding transit blocks are divided in the high-end of cache area at the same time. All the transit blocks form the transit block area, while all the transit heads form the transit block area. Every transit head links its corresponding transit block to form a transit unit. There are two kinds of transit units: network transit unit which is made up of a network transit head and a network transit block, and local transit unit which is made up of a local transit head and a local transit block. The transit cache structure is shown in Fig. 5 . The transit head area is made up of network transit heads and local transit heads. The two kinds of heads have the same structure that is shown in the table 2. The transit head is used to descript attributes of the transit unit, store the message head and link all the same type of transit units to be a doubly linked circular list. All the network transit units are linked to be a network doubly linked circular list and all the local transit heads are linked to be a local doubly linked circular list. The transit block area only contains two kinds of blocks: network transit block and local transit block. All the blocks are linked to corresponding transit heads. The function of transit block is to store the data of message.
The transit cache state block contains a transit cache state structure which mainly has three fields: network linked list head pointer, local linked list head pointer and residual connection count. The network linked list head pointer points to the first idle transit unit of the network doubly linked circular list. It is used when Router process of network subkernel receives message or Router process of local subkernel sends message. The local linked list head pointer points to the first idle transit unit of the local doubly linked circular list. It is used when Router process of local subkernel receives message or Router process of network subkernel send message. The residual connection count indicates that how many data transfer connections the shared transit cache can still support to create. It is used for the Router process to create a data transfer connection.
B. The Operation and Management of Shared Transit Cache
There are two kinds of transit units in a doubly linked circular list of transit units (both the network doubly linked circular list and the local doubly linked circular list): idle transit unit and non-idle transit unit. In the beginning, every transit unit in the list is the idle transit unit. When an idle transit unit is needed, it will be obtained from the head of the list, become a non-idle transit unit, and then be inserted into the tail of the list. Therefore, the idle transit units are in the front of the list while the non-idle transit units are in the end of the list. The linked list head pointer (both the network list head pointer and the local list head pointer) in the transit state structure points to the first idle transit head of the list. The doubly linked circular list of transit units is shown in the Fig. 6 . A data transfer connection has a pair of transit unites (a network transit unit and a local transit unit) which have the same ID to transfer message. The network transit unit is used by Router process of network subkernel to receive the message that Router process of local subkernel sends. Similarly, the local transit unit is used by Router process of local subkernel to receive the message that Router process of network subkernel sends. These two units are released after the connection is closed. Residual connection count in the transit state structure indicates how many pairs of idle units still can be used.
Before creating a connection, Router process first check the residual connection count to find if there is a pair of idle units which can be used for the new data transfer connection. If there is, it will find an idle network transit unit by the network transit head list pointer, modify the idle marker of the unit to make it turn into a non-idle unit, and then insert it into the end of the list. After that the Router process traverses the local doubly linked circular list to find the idle local transit unit whose number is same to the network transit unit's, and then modify the it's idle marker and insert it into the end of the list. All the messages of the connection are transferred via these two transit units.
If the Router process needs to send a message in a connection, it should traverse the doubly linked circular list of target subkernel from the end to find the transit unit that belongs to this connection, and then put the message into the unit. When the Router process wants to receive message in a connection, it will traverse the doubly linked circular list of itself subkernel from the end to find the transit unit which belongs to the connection, and then get the message from the unit.
After Router process closes a connection, it restores the idle marker of the pairs of the transit units that belong to the connection, and inserts them into the head of their doubly linked circular list to release them.
V. PRIVATE DATA TRANSFER PROTOCOL FOR INTER-SUBSYSTEM
In order to prevent the network intrusions from entering local subsystem from network subsystem via shared transit cache, a private inter-subsystem data transfer protocol is used to control the inter-subsystem data transfer.
The private protocol is a connection-oriented protocol, it can provide reliable end-to-end connectivity and ensure data to be transferred safely and inerrably between subsystems.
A. Protocol Format
In the process of transferring data, data is packeted as file which is written into or read from shared transit cache. The private protocol format is in manner of data stream.
The protocol format is fairly straightforward, which is shown in Fig. 7 The private protocol is a peer two-way transfer protocol. The Router process of one subkernel acts as sender, the Router process of another sunkernel acts as receiver at the same time. The sending and receiving algorithm is accordant.
The sending algorithm as follows: Firstly, communication of both ends packet data as a file or a group of files, then, through shared transit cache, sender send data with the sending algorithm, accordingly, receiver receives data with receiving algorithm. If a file is the last file of file group, the transfer finish mark ET would be sent after transfer completion of the file, otherwise, sending file finish mark FET.
B. Protocol Connection Management Based on Signature Verification
As a connection-oriented protocol, it must set up endto-end connection before transferring data. Because of the demand of the new secure computer architecture, when using the private protocol for transferring data, both ends of connection should be identity authentication for validation of identity. A switch of transit cache can be used to control whether setting up connection of both ends, for the connection request which do not pass identity authentication, the switch would close transit cache and the connection request would be refused. It requires the establishment of a security authentication mechanism to meet the demand. In the private protocol, connection management based on signature verification is proposed and designed.
Digital signature technology is proposed on the basis of public-key cryptosystem, It can ensure that only the sender can produce information which can not be faked by others, sender uses private-key to sign the message which would be sent, the information which had been signed is a proof of authenticity for a message which is sent by sender. Another important function of digital signature is to verify the integrity of data, because digital signatures can prevent third-party from forging or altering message which had been signed. The private protocol use digital signature technology based on public-key for adding authentication mechanism in the connection management process, therefore, security of protocol is increased and high security requirements of data transfer is met.
The private protocol adopts digital signature technology based on RAS algorithm. The first researchers to discover and publish the concepts of Public-Key Cryptography(PKC) were Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman [14] , and The Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol (also called exponential key agreement) was developed, The protocol allows two users to exchange a secret key over an insecure medium without any prior secrets. The Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol provided an implementation for secure public key distribution, but didn't implement digital signatures. After reading the Diffie-Hellman paper [14] , three researchers at MIT named Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman (RSA) began searching for a practical mathematical function to implement a complete PKC approach [15] . After working on more than 40 candidates, they finally discovered an elegant algorithm based on the product of two prime numbers that exactly fit the requirement for a practical public key cryptography implementation.
The basic protocol of digital signature based on RSA is very simple. Roughly speaking, the basic idea is as follows. The protocol has two system parameters p and g. They are both public and may be used by all the users in a system. Parameter p is a prime number and parameter g (usually called a generator) is an integer less than p, with the following property: for every number n between 1 and p-1 inclusive, there is a power k of g such that n = g k mod p.
Prior to execution of the protocol, the two parties A and B each obtain a public/private key pair and a certificate for the public key. During the protocol, A computes a signature on certain messages, covering the public value g a mod p. B proceeds in a similar way. Even though the third-party is still able to intercept messages between A and B, the third-party cannot forge signatures without A's private key and B's private key. Hence, the enhanced protocol defeats the man-in-the-middle attack.
The way of protocol connection management based on signature verification is adopted for ensure the connection of stability, reliability and security. The private protocol uses four-way handshake to establish connection.
• Creating connection In a data transfer connection, the data transfer process whose responsibility is to send data is called sender Router process, and the one whose responsibility is to receive data is called receiver Router process. For creating a data transfer connection, the sender Router process obtains a private key, then generating connection request message with signature through the private key. After receiving connection request message, receiver Router process sends validation message with signature to sender Router process, sequence number of validation message is equal to the sequence number of request message plus 1. Sender Router process would validate signature of validation message, if signature is validation, the connection is semi-connected status. Then, receiver Router process sends its connection request message with signature to sender Router process, and randomly select a starting sequence number, sender Router process receives connection request message, it would also send validation message with signature to receiver Router process, sequence number of validation message is equal to the sequence number of request message which is sent by receiver Router process plus 1. If receiver Router process validates signature successfully, the connection between send Router process and receiver Router process would be completely established. The process of creating connection is shown in Fig. 8 . • Closing connection The process of creating connection needs four-way handshake, and the process of closing connection also needs four-way handshake. For closing a data transfer connection, the sender Router process sends a connection close message, the sequence number is the next sequence number of message which would be sent. After receiving connection close message, receiver Router process sends validation message to sender Router process, sequence number of validation message is equal to the sequence number of close message plus 1. Then, receiver Router process sends its connection close message to sender Router process, the sequence number is also the next sequence number of message which would be sent. Sender Router process receives connection close message, it would also send validation message to receiver Router process, sequence number of validation message is equal to the sequence number of close message which is sent by receiver Router process plus 1. After completion of the four interactive messages, the connection also closed. The process of closing connection is shown in Fig. 9 . 
VI. PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
According to implementation process of the private protocol, transfer performance of the private protocol is analyzed as follows:
Transfer efficiency of the private protocol V is defined as the ratio of the requested effective data quantity and the total transfer data quantity.
A. Transfer Efficiency
Theorem 1. With increase or decrease of transfer data quantity, transfer efficiency V increases or decreases.
Supposing transfer data includes n files, and every file size is FileSize bytes, thus, size of requested data Demand is defined as, Demand = n ×FileSize.
(
Size of connection request message is Request bytes, size of relevant validation message is Response bytes. Size of data quantity of creating connection Cmessage is defined as,
Size of data stream prefix in protocol is Prefix, thus, size of actual transfer data quantity through protocol Pdata is defined as,
The total transfer data quantity Trandata is defined as,
According to (1) ~ (4), Transfer efficiency V is defined as, 
Because of size of connection request message and relevant validation message, and value of Prefix are constant, from (5), transfer efficiency V would change along with transfer data quantity (size of file FileSize or number of file n), and max is 1.
Theorem 2. Transfer efficiency of the private protocol V is in direct ratio to rate of requested data Demand/t.
In the private protocol, data transfer operation is serial, transfer time is in direct ratio to data traffic, the equation is defined as, t = const×Trandata (6) According to (5), (6) , transfer efficiency V is in direct ratio to transfer rate, the equation is defined as, const t Demand V = ×
B. Rate of Throughput Rate of throughput is defined as the reciprocal of service time of unit data.
Theorem 3. With increase of transfer data quantity, rate of throughput of the private protocol increases.
Supposing creating connection time is T c , closing connection time is T r.
Firstly, setting file size FileSize is fixedness, and number of files n is increasing, then, the relationship between service time of single file T n and number of files is defined as, c r n T +T const (Request+Response) T const (Pr efix FileSize) n n × = × + + +
. (8) Next, setting number of files is fixedness (n=6), and file size FileSize is increasing, the relationship between transfer time of unit data T b and file size is defined as, . (9) From (8), (9), with increase of transfer data quantity (size of file FileSize or number of file n), service time of unit data decreases, and rate of throughput of the private protocol increases accordingly.
VII. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT
Service capabilities of the private protocol can be further validated through simulation experiments.
We use development board based on new high secure architecture of network computer for experimenting with the private protocol. The development board which we make is shown in Fig. 10 . When setting file size FileSize is fixedness, and number of files n is increasing, the relationship between service time of single file T n and number of files is shown as Fig. 11 . 
